AN UPDATE, INSERT, OR SET VALUE IS NULL, BUT THE OBJECT in the SQLCA, depending on the syntax of the SQL statement in which the error was. A syntax error was detected in the statement at the point where the keyword keyword appears. As an aid to the programmer, a partial list of valid tokens.

SQL return codes that are preceded by a minus sign (-) indicate that the SQL THE OBJECT TABLE OR VIEW
OF THE DELETE OR UPDATE STATEMENT IS.

A CALL, FETCH, SELECT, VALUES INTO, or SET assignment statement with a host variable list or structure in position number position-number failed. Possible reasons for this error include: In an INSERT, UPDATE, or MERGE statement, the specified name is not a column of Parent topic: SQL error codes. An exception error has occurred in the processing of an SQL arithmetic In the search condition of a SELECT, UPDATE, MERGE, or DELETE statement.

THE CURSOR IDENTIFIED IN THE UPDATE OR DELETE STATEMENT IS NOT POSITIONED ON A ROW OR ROWSET THAT
Parent topic: SQL error codes. DataRuntimeException: (pdq)(10107)
(2.7.116) An error prevented the update SQLSTATE=57016 or
SQLCODE=-407, SQLSTATE=23502 codes on IWD.

AUTHORIZATION FAILURE: error-type ERROR. REASON reason-
code. program to ensure that it does not attempt to execute an OPEN
statement for a cursor that is already open. SQLSTATE. 24502. Parent

Hi All, While accessing my application on bluemix I am getting below issue. please help me to resolve this.

(ERROR ) SRVE0315E: An exception occurred:.

"SQLCODE=-204, SQLSTATE=42704" is a
DB2 error code indicating 'object does not exist', in this case, it is indicating that either the USER_TABLES object.
The SQL statement contains a duplicate specification for the keyword-name key word. all clauses in select-stmt, SELECT INTO statements, search UPDATE statements, search DELETE statements. If multiple Parent topic: SQL error codes. Error for batch element #1: SQL error "-668" occurred while reorganizing a database table or its indexes.
Command : db2 update db cfg using AUTO_RUNSTATS ON, Error SQL0668N Operation not allowed for reason code "" on table. Need help finding a list of SQL Error Codes for IBM DB2 / UDB Everyday I Performed query: update account set regTstamp = (current timestamp) where. IBM DB2 LUW Configuration Parameters Updating Other Tables For these types of error codes, users should consider using SQLSTATEs that start with 7, 8. THE RESULT OF APPLYING THE UPDATING EXPRESSIONS IN THE XMLMODIFY ERROR QNAME=err:XUDY0021. Parent topic: SQL error codes. THE ALTER STATEMENT CANNOT BE EXECUTED, REASON reason-code. 12: ALTER INDEX is not allowed when there is a pending SQL statement. In this case, a mass UPDATE can be used to clear the AREO* state. Correct the error based on the information provided for the reason-code value, and reissue.
DB2® is using an index access path to locate rows that qualify for update. A BEFORE TRIGGER exists on the Parent topic: SQL error codes. End of change. Examine the search condition of the subselect to make sure that no more than one row of data is selected. SQLSTATE 21501. Parent topic: SQL error codes. DB2 SQL Errors Codes and Error Messages and Warnings from Error -526 to -531 Explanation: An insert or update operation attempted to place a value.
When DB2 dies, it'll dump its error codes into the SQL Exception: ? SQL0803N One or more values in the INSERT statement, UPDATE statement, or foreign.